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Nestled away from the hustle and bustle lies this wonderful eco-friendly, mud brick constructed home.Set on some 4.47

Ha or around 11 acres it is designed to be self sufficient with room to move. Raised veggie beds, over a dozen mixed fruit

trees and an enclosed poultry run have been established. In addition, 3 well fenced paddocks are suitable for either sheep

or alpacas or maybe a pony or two. All the paddocks are watered via a bore, large tank and pump and have ample

shade.The home boasts three bedrooms, 2 doubles and a smaller guest bedroom. The living areas have large windows thus

providing wonderful views to the gardens outside. Similarly, the bathroom is enclosed with windows; sit in the bath, relax

and enjoy the view. The modern kitchen has ample storage and bench space and its own walk-in pantry. The home is

serviced by rainwater.It is designed to capture the sun for the solar system and also capture the cool breezes during the

warmer months. Insulation, split system air-con and combustion heating ensure year-round comfort.Outside there are a

number of sheds, both old and new. The main garage is wired to mains power, ideal for the handyman. Other sheds

provide plenty of storage for cars, bikes or boats. The older stone barn is in remarkably good condition, its use is only

limited by imagination.Being located only 15 kms from the vibrant town of Clare it is in easy reach of all shops and

services you require, schools both public and private, sporting and recreational facilities not to mention all the restaurants

and wineries.If its peace and quiet, self-sufficiency and room to move you want then look no further. This is a property

well worth your consideration and inspection.CT | 6232/525Zoning | RuralCouncil | Clare ValleyIt is a condition of entry

at any of Marx Real Estates open homes and private inspections that we may ask to site an attendees proof of

identification. In the instance of refusing to provide proof of identity, refusal of entry may occur.DISCLAIMER: All

information provided (including but not limited to the property's land size, floor plan and floor size, building age and

general property description) has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, however, we cannot guarantee the

information is accurate and we accept no liability for any errors or oversights. Interested parties should make their own

inquiries and obtain their own legal advice. Should this property be scheduled for auction, the Vendor's Statement can be

inspected at our office for 3 consecutive business days prior to the auction and at the auction for 30 minutes before it

starts.


